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6 Phenomenal Websites for the Best
Design Resources
No graphic design is complete without the appropriate templates and photographs. After all, any web
page without imagery is dull and dead to the eyes and the imagination.
Every designer is familiar with the struggle of spending hour after frustrating hour online in search of
just the right photo or template which captures the essence of their project without breaking the bank.
As a designer, you may already have a go-to website for your design needs, but what if you had a
carefully curated, shortlisted collection of websites which guarantee the most remarkable design
resources every time?
The following list includes the biggest names in stock photography, where designers are sure to find
exactly what they’re looking for, and much more:

1. Shutterstock

Shutterstock is a highly popular stock image agency which contains over 80 million royalty free images
with over 50,000 new images added daily. Described as straight-forward, elegant and user-friendly,
Shutterstock caters to every individual, from students to designers to corporations requiring enormous
inventories of stock photos.
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The buying model of Shutterstock is subscription only, although the on-demand subscription option
does not require a hefty investment. However, Shutterstock is still more expensive than most stock
image websites.
In addition to photographs, Shutterstock also provides videos, vectors, illustrations, icons and stock
music.

2. Adobe

Adobe Stock is a recently launched website which offers premium stock photography services. It works
closely with Adobe’s other products including Photoshop CC, Illustrator CC, etc.
What makes Adobe Stock uniquely beneficial for designers is their expedience in providing customers
the ability to edit and revise design work on watermarked images for free; all edits are automatically
applied to the un-watermarked high-resolution image once you license it.
In this way, Adobe Stock streamlines any designer’s creative process. On this website, you can find high
quality images, vectors and illustrations.
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3. Getty images

Getty Images is an enormous stock inventory with millions of stock images, videos, illustrations, and
more. The website has a well-organized categorization and search system to provide you relevant
content in every search.
The company provides high quality stock imagery for several commercial and professional uses, and
developed their vast library by acquisition of prestigious historic image archives and minor agencies.
Getty Images also has an extensive network of contributing photographers.
Getty images lets you pay for individual stock photos via credit card as well, so subscription is not
necessary for attaining content.

4. Behance

Behance is a prominent stock agency which many designers are familiar with. Behance operates as an
online community where photographers and designers share their portfolios in the hopes that they are
noticed by clients.
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Many designers themselves contribute to Behance, not only with their work but also their knowledge
and external graphic design resources, making it a valuable source for designers for multiple reasons.

5. Pngtree

Pngtree is by far the most valuable resource mentioned on this list, because this single website houses
all the templates, presentation prototypes, backgrounds and graphic elements any designer could need
for any project.
With tens of millions of png images in their inventory, pngtree offers more than 4 million royalty free
images completely free of cost as well. The website contains all varieties of graphic elements in PNG file
type including vectors, templates, icons, backgrounds and illustrations reviewed and approved by
experts, with thousands of fresh images added daily to their archives.
What sets pngtree apart is its unique collection of premium royalty free PNGs which are far from the
generic stock most free photo stock websites offer. The extensive variety of graphic resources found on
this site as a veritable treasure for nubile as well as experienced graphic designers.
Pngtree is a well-structured website which provides extensively advanced and specific search options
and categories, saving designers from hours of hassled searching. Most graphic designers download the
bulk of the necessary PNG graphic elements through pngtree as it offers the most comprehensive
collection of graphic resources exclusively in PNG format for designer convenience.
Since imagery is the most integral part of design, designers should expand their reach to a variety of
resources from where they can obtain extraordinary and noteworthy images and services for all their
projects. There are a number of online resources which provide designers access to high-quality stock
imagery without any hassle or substantial costs.
Now that you know multiple options for royalty-free images, which one would you opt for the best
design resource?

